Sport Stacking Virtual Competition
Overview

Sport Stacking is a great activity to run as a virtual competition.
The event can be used in several ways:




a Level 1 competition
a Level 2 competition
a Personal Best Challenge.

We have outlined two different competitions, depending on ability.
There is a beginner one for new and inexperienced stackers and an intermediate competition for
experienced stackers.
Visit our website for further information and videos about how to stack, rules and judging www.speedstacks.uk

Sport Stacking Introduction – https://youtu.be/F89vHYoM8XM

The main rules are listed in the general information below, but for more information and further clarification it is useful to watch the videos listed below.
Rules Part 1 – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rKcqeMfcDo&feature=youtu.be
Rules Part 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aC0oZZ7sYKI&t=13s

If you have any questions regarding the competition or if you would like any support please do not
hesitate to get in touch with me.

Di Baker
Head of Education

di@speedstacks.uk

General Information



The competition is mainly suited for KS2, however the beginner’s competition
could be used in KS1.



It is strongly recommended that stackers use alternate hands when up-stacking
and down-stacking. Stackers usually begin with their dominant hand.



Stackers MUST begin from either the left or the right side of the three stacks. They
MUST NOT begin with the middle stack. Stackers usually begin at the side that is
opposite to their dominant hand i.e. Right-hand-dominant stackers usually begin
with the left stack so they are leading with their dominant hand.



Stackers must always stack in their chosen direction i.e. once they have up-stacked
the three stacks, they must go back to the beginning before they begin down
stacking the stacks in the same order that they up-stacked them.



Stackers MUST finish one stack before moving on to the next. Simultaneous
stacking of more than one stack is not allowed. This would be a ‘scratch’.



If the stacker fumbles during the up-stacking phase they must correct it before
continuing. If they fumble and they have already moved on (because they are
going so fast), they must return the cups they are stacking to their previous
position before going back and fixing the fumble. They may then carry on.



If the stacker fumbles during the down-stacking they can correct it at any time
before the timer is stopped.



If the timer is stopped accidently before completing any sequence this is a
‘scratch’.



If the timer is started by accident before the stacker has begun, this can be reset.



Once the sequence has been completed, the stacker stops the timer ensuring all
stacks are upright. If any are knocked over after the timer is stopped, this is a
scratch.



If a scratch occurs during the official timed events, no time will be recorded but it
is classed as one of their attempts.

The Beginners Competition

The event will consist of 4 separate competitions. These will be:





Individual 3-3-3
Individual 3-6-3
Doubles 3-3-3
Team relay 3-3-3 (teams can be up to six people but only four stack in any one round)

You can do all or any of the above events, it is up to the school/SGO.
Stackers can have three attempts to get their fastest time.
A spreadsheet is supplied for teachers to input the times of their stackers. Please make sure the time
is to 100th of a second. The spreadsheet will then work out the rankings of the stackers.
The details of each of the competitions are outlined below. The link below takes you to the training
page of the website so you can see each routine:

https://speedstacks.uk/stackers/training-videos/

Event 1
The 3-3-3



Nine cups are organised in three stacks of three cups.



They begin in the down-stacked position.



Stacker starts by activating the timer.



All three stacks are up-stacked from one direction to the other.



Stacker goes back to the beginning and down-stacks the three stacks.



Stacker immediately returns hands to the timer on the stack mat to stop it and record their time.

1. Start with the stack
furthest away from the
dominant hand.

2. Up-stack each set in
turn. Move toward direction
of dominant hand.

3. Go back to the
beginning. Down-stack
each set in turn. Move
in direction of dominant
hand.

Event 2
The 3-6-3


Twelve cups are organised in three stacks: The first stack contains three cups, the second stack
contains six cups and the third stack contains three cups.



They begin in the down-stacked position.



Stacker starts by activating the timer.



All three stacks are up-stacked from one direction to the other.



Stacker goes back to the beginning and down-stacks the three stacks.



Stacker immediately returns hands to the timer on the Stack mat to stop it and record their
time.

The pictures below show how to up-stack and down-stack 6. When completing the 3-6-3, you will also
have 3 to stack either side of your stack of 6, just like in the 3-3-3.

1. Lift top 3 cups with
hand 1. Lift next 2 cups
with hand 2.

2. Start to build base line.
Release hand 1 bottom
cup next to stack.

3. Release hand 2 bottom
cup next to stack.

4. Release hand 1 bottom
cup at top right of base.

5. Place hand 2 cup hand
next to it.

6. Place final hand 1 cup
on top. This is an
up-stacked 6 stack.

7. Place hand 1 on top
cup. Place hand 2 on cup
underneath this.
Simultaneously slide cups
downwards in direction of
hands.

8. Lift both cups in hand 2
and place on central cup.
Lift all cups in hand 1 and
place on stack.

Event 3
3-3-3 Doubles

Here is a Doubles training video for the 3-6-3 to give you an idea on how it works https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgAuSEH-vyY&feature=youtu.be


Stackers start side by side with arms nearest to each other behind their backs.



Stackers will stack with outside hands.



Nine cups are organised in three stacks of three cups.



They begin in the down-stacked position.



Stackers each place their stacking hand on the timer. Both activate the timer at the start.



All three stacks are up-stacked from one direction to the other. Each stacker must be part of
the up stack for each set of cups.



The lead stacker is not allowed to move onto the next stack until their partner has finished up
stacking the current stack.



Stackers go back to the beginning and down-stacks the three stacks. Again, both stackers must
be involved in each stack.



Both stackers immediately return their hands to the timer on the Stack mat to stop it and record their time.



If at any point any of the cups fall, the stackers can ONLY use the hand they are stacking with
to pick up the cups. If they use the wrong hand the attempt will be scratched.

One stacker is the dominant hand and the other stacker is the non dominant hand. Take it turns to move the cups!

Event 4
3-3-3 Team Stack
(Time Trial)
Here is a video of the Relay World Record (3-6-3) to give you an idea on the mechanics of a relay (Team)
event - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPsZ8HOyG3k&feature=youtu.be


A team consists of four stackers.



Three stackers stand behind set point two metres away from the table (marked by a throw down line).



The first stacker stands at the table with their hands on the timer.



Nine cups are organised in three stacks of three cups.



They begin in the down-stacked position.



In the time trial, the first stacker starts by activating the timer.



All three stacks are up-stacked from one direction to the other.



Stacker goes back to the beginning and down-stacks the three stacks.



STACKER DOES NOT STOP THE TIMER.



On completion of the down-stack, stacker runs to their team. When their first foot crosses the line,
the next stacker can run to the stacking table.



STACKER DOES NOT TOUCH THE TIMER.



Second stacker must up-stack then down-stack the cups.



On completion of the down-stack, stacker runs to their team. When their first foot crosses the line,
the next stacker can run to the stacking table.



Third and fourth stackers follow in this fashion.



When the Fourth and final stacker completes the down-stacking they must immediately place their
hands on the timer on the Stack mat to stop it and record their team time.
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